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Executive Summary
In March and April of 1993, a random sample of 334 Iowa pork producers participated
in a survey regarding their production practices, facilities, and purchasing patterns. The
sample,was divided into three groups by size: 113 farms marketing under 700 head of hogs,
141 farms marketing 700 - 2,000 head, and 90 marketing over 2,000 head.
A few of the key findings include;
Producer profile
Is forty-five years old; has 13 years of formal education, 22 years of pork production
experience; and plans to produce hogs for an additional 17 ye^s.
Has annual marketings of 1,743 market hogs and 447 feeder pigs from 128 sows.
Source of income
Iowa pork producers have diversified operations, but rely heavily on hogs for income.
Hogs accounted for half or more of the gross family income on 43 percent of the
farms.
Over 16 percent of the operators work off the farm at least part time, as did nearly half
of the spouses.
Marketing
Nearly 60 percent of farms bought or sold at least some feeder pigs. Half of the
operations sold pigs direct farm-to-farm and 28 percent sold pigs through auction
markets.
Thirty-four percent of the operations sold slaughter hogs directly to packers and 50
percent sold hogs through buying stations. Over 60 percent ofthe operations reported
receiving some level of lean premium.
Forty-three percent were not familiar with Pork Quality Assurance. Just over one-third
were enrolled in Level I, II, or III combined.
Ill
Facilities
Over 70 percent of producers reported that their facilities are in average condition or
better.
Over 50 percent of the producers have no plans as to when they will remodel or
construct new facilities. Approximately 25 percent plan to reinvest in facilities within
the next 4 years.
Production practices
Sixty percent are members of Iowa Pork Producers Association.
Only 52 percent of the producers have sufficient information to calculate cost of
production.
Scales are used by 65 percent of operations when mixing feed and 15percent when
selling hogs.
Input purchasing pattern
Approximately halfof theoperations purchase inputs at retail and about halfpurchase
inputs within 10 miles of the operation.
Larger producers will go farther to purchase inputs and are less likely to buy at retail.
Two-thirds of all producers do not always buy from the nearest supplier.
Producer concerns on industry issues
Property taxes, animal rights, and low hog prices were indicated to be the greatest
concerns.
Access to markets and access to capital were viewed to be of least concern.
A Profile of the Iowa Pork Industi^,
Its Producers, and Implications for the Future
John D. Lawrence, Daniel Otto, Seth D. Meyer, and Steven Folkerts'
The pork industry is changing rapidly. • It was long characterized by many small herds
on Midwest diversified farms that produced their own grain and replacement gilts. Hogs
were considered "mortgage lifters," a low capital, high labor enterprise that paved the way
for many young people to start farming. Today the pork industry is becoming more
concentrated, more specialized, and more capital-intensive. While 70 percent of the nation's
hogs are still produced in the Com'Belt, production is growing rapidly in other states—
primarily from larger firms. Pork production is also becoming more efficient as pork strives
to compete in the global protein market. While differences in cost ofproduction have always
exist^ among producers, the gap appears to be widening and the industry is becoming less
merciful toward below-average producers. Pork production is still an avenue for young
people to enter agriculture. However, because of the increased importance of superior
genetics matched with appropriate facilities and nutrition, it is more likely to occur in^
connection with a larger firm rather than independently. These changes will likely continue
and their impact will reach beyond the pork industry into related agribusinesses and rural
communities. Because it is the largest producer ofpork, Iowa has the most to gain if it can
adapt to these changes, and the most to lose if it cannot.
.Trends m the U.S. and Iowa Pork Industries
Farm Size and Number
The number of U.S. farms producing hogs has declined since 1920 and has fallen over
70 percent since 1970 (Figure 1). Approximately 85 percent of this decline in recent years
has come from the smallest size category with less than 100 head inventory (Figure 2).
Average farm size has steadily increased over the same period as has the number of
operations with at least 500 head inventory. Nationally, half ofthe hog inventory is held on
5.1 percent ofhog farms (about 12,000 farms), with an inventory of over 1,000 head per
farm (Figure 3).
Figure 3 also shows the number offarms and the average inventory per farm in each
size category. The 146,400 farms with less than 100 head inventory had an average of22
hogs on hand December 1, 1993. The number of farms in this group has declined the fastest
and will continue to exit the industry or move into the larger size category, biit these farms
will continue to be the largest in number. The number of farms in the 100-499 head category
has also declined, but at a slower pace than the smaller farms. At the end of 1993, these
farms totaled over 58,0(X) and had an average inventory of231 head. Farms with over 500
^Assistant Professor, Professor, and Graduate Research Assistants in the Economics
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head inventory actually increased in number since 1978. They now number 31,000 and have
72 percent of the U.S. inventory. Those farms with 500-999 head had an average inventory
of 667 head. The inventory of farms with 1000 hogs and over averaged 2,359 head. The
number of farms in the largest size category will likely continue to increase in the near term
as farms grow out of the smaller categories, but this number may stabilize as the industry
further concentrates into fewer very large hog farms.
Iowa has been the leading hog producing state since 1880and currently produces nearly
27 percent of the nation's hogs. The state's market share declined during the mid-1980s, but
has increased since 1989. Iowaalso leads the nation in the number of farms with hogs—
35,000 late in 1992. It too has lost farms numbers, .but at a slower rate than the U.S. Iowa
has lostjust over 60 percent of the farms with hogs in 1970, compared to a 70 percent loss
nationally. Iowa's average farm size, which is larger than the national average, has also
increased over the last two decides. Like the U.S. trend, most of the loss in operations has
come from smaller farms (Figure 4). The number of farms in the smallest size group was cut
in half and the, 100-499 category lost half of its operations. The500 head and over category,
like the national trend, increased in number.
Iowa has a higher percentage of operations in the larger size categories than does the
United States. Thirty percent of Iowa's hog farms have a 500 head inventory or larger
compared to 13 percent in the country as a whole. Iowa has 8,000 farms with less than 100
head—the average inventory is 46 head. Forty-five percent of the operations are farms with
100-499 head inventory. The average inventory of these 15,000 farms is 243 head. Seven
thousand operations in the 500-999 category averaged 674 head; this largest size group
reported an average of 1,773 hogs on hand in December. Note that Iowa's average inventory
is smaller than the U.S. average.
Production Efflclency
In addition to a structural shift to fewer and larger farms, pork production is becoming
increasingly more efficient. In aggregate terms, the amount of pork produced per breeding
animal in the United States has increased dramatically since the late 1970s (Figure 5).
During the 1970s, this index (measured as annual pork production divided by animals in the
breeding herd the previous December) hovered around 1,600 pounds. Between 1978 and
1993 it increased 55 percent from 1,535 to 2,391—an average of nearly 60 pounds per year.
Carcass pork pounds can be adjusted,to live hog production by dividing by the 1993 average
dressing percentage of 73 percent resulting in 3,275 live pounds produced per sow per year.
Although heavier slaughter weights can account for part of the increase, much of the increa^
has come from better reproductive management and more pigs per litter. The gains in
productivity closely follow gains in number weaned (Figure 6).
The increased productivity at the aggregate levels reflects the changes at the farm level.
Iowa State University Swine Enterprise Records are actual on-farm records from hundreds of
hog farms across the state. Farrow-to-finish cooperators on this record system have made
steady improvement in their production efficiency over the last decade. ;Producers have
increased the average of their pigs per sow per year from 13.50 in 1982 to 15.51 in 1992.
Feed efficiency also improved over this period from 408 to 373 pounds of feed per 100
pounds of live hog. At the same time, average marketing weight increased from 229 to 243
pounds per head. These operations produced an average of approximately 3,700 pounds of
hog per sow per year.
By contrast, a set of specialized fanow-to-finish operations on the Swine Graphics
records system has even greater biological efficiency. The average Swine Graphics herd in
1991 produced 20.01 pigs per sow per year with their top 20 herds producing at 21.85. The
whole herd feed efficiency for the average herd was 360 pounds of feed per 100pounds of
live hog. The top Swine Graphics herd in 1991 produced 5,933 pounds of live hogs per sow
per year. Because of the-discrepancy in efficiency between operations, opportunities for new
entry by efficiently managed firms exist.
Iowa Pork Producer Profile 1993
To better understand how Iowa producers are participating in these trends and reacting
to them, a survey was conducted during March and April of 1993 regarding production,
marketing and input purchasing decisions, condition of facilities, plans for the future, and
opinions on key. issues., A ^dom sample of Iowa pork producers stratified by crop
reporting district ^d size was drawn by Iowa Agricultural Statistics (IAS). A mail survey
was sent put,, followed by a reminder, postcard and, where necessary, a follow-up phone call.
The data are confidential and held by IAS. Three hundred forty-four useable surveys were
returned and analyzed. A profile of the respondents is summarized in Table 1. To help put
the responses in the proper perspective, consider the time and market conditions when the
survey was conducted. Hog prices were higher than had been expected and com was
relatively inexpensive following the 1992 record crop. Hogs had been unprofitable during
much of 1992 for many producers and the wet weather problems of 1993 had not yet
materialized.
The average age of all operators was 45 years old. They had an average of 13 years of
formal education and 22 years experience in pork production. On average, the producers in
the survey reported that they had plans to produce hogs for another 17 years. In 1992, the
average number of hogs marketed was 2,190 head. Of these, 1,743 were market hogs and
447 were feeder pigs. The size ranged from 0 ofeither market hogs or feeder pigs to over
33,000 market hogs and nearly 13,000 feeder pigs.
Table 1. Demographic Profile of IowaPork Producers Surveyed
Item -Average Minimum Maximum
Operator Age 45 25 77
Years of hog experience 22 2 60
Produce additional years 17 0 60
Years education 13 8 20
1992 Market hogs sold 1,743 0 33,025
1992 Feeder pigs sold • 447 0 12,950
Number of sows 128 0 1,300
A major interest in the survey was thepotenti^ difference in production practices and
purchasing patterns by farmers with different sized operations. The data were divided into
three groups based on total head of market hogs and feeder pigs produced in 1992. These
groups are: less than 700 head, 700 to 2,000, and over 2,000 head. The groups contained
113, 141, and 90 observations, respectively. While the results of the survey did find some
differences related to size, the responses were not significantiy different. In many ways, the
sample is relatively homogenous and little difference is detected.
The vast majority of the producers surveyed did not work off the farm in 1992
(Table 2). Over 30 percent of small farm operators worked at least part-time off the farm
compared to 1 percent of large farm operators. Nearly half of the spouses worked part- or
full-time off the farm. There does not appear to be a clear pattern related to farm size and
spousal employment.
Table 2. Percent of Farms by Size of Hog Operation Where Operator and Spouse Work
Off the Farm
Off-farm Employment Percent of Operations by Size
Operator Small Medium Large All Operations
None 69.0 85.1 98.9 83.4
Part-time 15.9 8.5 0.0 8.7
Full-time 15.0 6.4 1.1 7.8
Spouse Small Medium Large All Operations
. None 51.4 50.0 57.8 52.5
Part-time 26.1 30.7 22.2 27.0
Full-time 22.5 19.3 20.0 20.5
Hogs supplied over half of the income earned in 1992on 43 percent of the operations
surveyed (Table 3). Over one-third of the operations earned between 25 and 50 percent of
their income from hogs. Using the size categories defined and 1992 average slaughter hog
prices ($43.20/cwt) the gross income from hogs would be: less than $78,000; between
$78,000 and $207,000; and over $207,000 for small, medium, and large, respectively.
Most of the producers surveyed received less than 25 percent of their gross family
income from sources other than pork production. However, most did have some income
from other sources reflecting the diversified nature of Iowa porkproduction and Iowa
agriculture. Approximately 15 percent of those surveyed received over 75 percent of their
income from pork production. As would be expected, largepork producers received a
smaller percentage of income from other sources.
Table 3. Percent of Gross Family Income Earned By Source by Size of HogOperation
Percent of Operations by Size
Percent of Income Small Medium Large All Operat
F;imed From Hog Production (%)
0-25 45.5 10.1 6.7 20.7
25-50 40.9 42.0 21.1 36.1
50 - 75 ' 8.2 37.7 35.6 27.5
Over 75 5.5 10.1 36.7 15.7
Earned From Crop Production (%)
0-25 52.4 48.1 61.5 52.9
25-50 33.0 38.4 28.2 34.1
50-75 8.7 11.3 9.0 9.9
Over 75 5.8 2.3 1.3 3.2
Earned From Other Livestock Production (%)
0-25 77.2 84.6 84.5 82.0
25-50 16.8 14.5 9.9 14.2
50-75 2.0 0.9 5.6 2.4
Over 75 4.0 0.0 0.0 1.4
Emed From Outside Income (%)
0-25 70.7 88.9 92.9 83.6
25 - 50' 12.1 9.4 2.9 8.7
50-75 5.5 1.7 1.4 2.8
Over 75 12.1 0.0 2.9 4.9
Markets and Marketing Practices
Nearly 60 percent of those surveyed bought or sold feeder pigs (Table 4). Direct farm-
to-farm sales was the most common marketing method, followed by auction markets. Small
producers sold more through auction markets while large operations had more farm-to-farm
sales. While only 16.3 percent of the sample actually sold pigs through auction, nearly half
indicated that they used either an auction price or reported price to establish the selling price
for the pigs. This dependence on a reported price raises questions about the importance of
third-party reporting of auction prices. State reporting of auction market prices has been
greatly reduc^ due to budget cuts, and prices are reported at only one fe^er pig auction in
Iowa.
Table 4. Type of Feeder Pig Market and Pricing Method by Size of Hog Operation
Percent of Operations by Size
Type of Market Small Mediwn Large All Operations
Farm to farm 19.3 26.5 44.3 28.9
Auction market 25.7 12.5 10.3 16.3
Terminal market 6.4 0.7 3.5 3.3
Order buyer 1.8 2.94 3.5 2.7
Other 7.8 6.6 5.8 6.6 •
Did not buy or
sell feeder pigs 39.5 50.7 32.2 42.2
Percent of Operations by Size
Pricing Method Small Medium Large All Operations
Auction price 32.1 22.8 21.8 25.6
Reported price 22.0 17.7 32.2 22.9
Formula price 4.6 2.9 6.9 4.5
Other 4.6 5.2 6.9 5.4
Did not buy or
sell feeder pigs 36.7 51.5 32.2 41.6
Approximately half of the producers surveyed market their slaughter hogs to packer-
buying stations (Table 5). Another third sell direct to the packing plant. The percent of
annual marketings sold directly to the plant increases with size of operation and the use of
other market outlets declined. Producers of large operations sold nearly 97 percent of their
hogs to either the plant or the buying station compared to 86 percent for medium operations
and 72 percent for the small operations.
Table 5. Producers^ Hog Marketing Location by Size of Hog Operation
Percent of Operations by Size
Market Location . Small Medium Large All Operations
Direct to jplant 20.5 32.3 55.6 34.4
Packer buying station 51.1 53.7 41.1 49.6
Terminal market 7.1 4.0 0.0 4.0
Auction market 5.7 0.8 0.4 2.3
Country buyer 15.5 9.1 2.9 9.6
Over 60 percent of the producers surveyed indicated that they are receiving a lean merit
premium from packers (Table 6). Only 3 percent:reported receiving a discount, while over
13 percent reported a premium in,excess of $2.00/cwt. While many hogs-do not receive a
premium or a discount, logic would suggest that the amount of premiums should be
approximately equal to the amount of discounts. One explanation may be that packer buy
systems may be designed to pay a perceived premium to more hogs to encourage customer
relations. Producers, surveyed may also, have had selective memory and tended to bias their
responses upward. Higher premiums were paid' more frequently to large producers. This
difference likely reflects a greater investment in genetics by larger producers compared to
small producers. A farmer with more sOws can justify spending more on better boars than
someone with fewer sows.
Table 6. Lean Merit Premium Received From Packer by Size of Hog Operation
Percent of Operations by Size
DoUars/cwt (Live) Small Medium Large All Operations
Discount 6.5
, i
1.5 1.1 3.0
$0 . 58.9 35.3 6.7 35.2
$0 - 1.00 15.0 21.3 19.1 18.7
$1.01 - 2.00 14.0 27.9 51.7 . 29.8
$2.01 or more 5.6 14.0 21.4 13.3
Enrollment in Pork Quality Assurance (PQA) in the spring of 1993 was relatively small
given the effort put forth by the pork producers organization (Table 7). Nine percent were at
level HI, 17 percent at level II, 8.7 percent at level I and 43 percent were not familiar with
the program. In the future, for food safety reasons, packers may require producers to be
certified at PQA level III before buying their hogs. A few packers today are either requiring
PQA III or paying an incentive for it.
Table 7. Percent of Producers Enrolled in Pork Quality Assurance by Size of Hog
Operation
Percent of Operations by Size
PQA Level Small Medium Large All Operations
I 8.3 7.4 11.4 8.7
II 12.0 11.8 31.8 17.2
m 3.7 8.8 17.1 9.3
Not enrolled 19.4 26.5 17.1 21.7
Not familiar with PQA 56.5 45.6 22.7 43.1
Relatively few producers used some form of risk management in their operation
(Table 8). Approximately 10 percent used either futures, options, or forward contracts in the
last three years, but did not appear to prefer one tool over another. Larger producers were,
more likely to use one of the tools.
Table 8. Percent of Producers by Size of Hog Operation Using-Futures, Options, or
Forward Contracts During the Last Three Years
Percent of Operations by Size
Futures Small Medium Large All Operations
Never 97.3 81.6 68.2 83.5
Less than ten times 1.8 14.0 23.5 12.3
Ten times of more. 0.9 4.4 8.2 4.2
Options Small Medium Large AU Operations
Never 97.3 85.2 - 77.7 87.3
Less than ten times 1.8 11.9 18.8 10.2
Ten times of more 0.9 3.0 3.5 2.4
Forward contract Small Medium Large AU Operations
Never 96.4 87.7 73.2 87.0
Less than ten times 3.6 10.8 24.4 11.7
Ten times of more OiO 1.5 2.4 r.2
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Condition of Facilities >
A major concern of many industry observers about the future of Iowa's hog industry is
the age and condition of its facilities. Iowa producers, however,' do not appear to share this
concern. On average, over 70 percent of the producers surveyed reported that their facilities
were in average condition or better (Table 9). Only about 20 percent admitted to having
below average or poor facilities. The remaining respondents did not have the facility in
question. Gestation facilities were reported, to be in the worst condition, while farrowing and
nursery facilities were considered to be in the'best condition,. In general, large producers .
reported their facilities in better condition than the small and medium producers. It is
possible the both the industry observers and producers are correct if one assumes that the
individual compared his facility to that of a neighbor and it is above average, but the
neighbor's facilities are poor.
Producers were asked when they planned to remodel or construct new facilities. While
the results were consistent with the question regarding the condition of current facilities, plans
for remodeling or construction of new facilities are of greater concern (Table 10). Over 50
percent of the producers surveyed did not have plans to remodel or build new facilities. Of
those that had plans, 50-60 percent planned to remodel in the next four years. An additional
30-35 percent planned to upgrade facilities in five to ten years. Large producers expressed
greater urgency to improve facilities than did medium and small producers.
If facilities are in good condition as reported, replacement may not be necessary.
However, technology continues to change and'facilities may need' to be upgraded to handle
leanergenetics or simply to keep pace in a competitive industry.
Producers report that their facilities are running near capacity in 1993, with large
producers operating at a higher capacity than medium or small producers. Eighty-seven
percent of large operations reported grow-fmish facilities were at 81-100 percent capacity^ 73
percent of medium producers and 49 percent of small producers were at 81-1(X) percent of
capacity (Table 11). These figures are consistent with the utilization rate of the farrowing
facilities. The high utilization rates, particularly for large operations, suggest that any
expansion will have to come from new construction or leasing existing facilities on
neighboring farms. Medium and small farms do have some flexibility to grow within
existing facilities by increasing the efficiency of available space.
Over 50percent of the operations have 25 or fewer farrowing crates and 75 percent have
40 or fewer crates. Eighty percent of the nursery capacity is 400 head or less. Over 60
percent of the operations have 500 head or less of grow-finish space.
Table 9. Condition of Hog Production Facilities by Size of Hog Operation"
Percent of Operations by Size
Gestation Small Medium Large All Operations
Above average 5.0 8.5 - 28.4 1-3.3
Average 60.0 68.6 51.9 61.3
Below average 23.8 15.3 16.0 17.9
Poor 11.5 7.6 3.7 7.5
Do not own 28.6 14.5 9.0 17.7
Percent of Operations by Size
Farrowing Small Medium Large All Operations
Above average 11.8 33.8 53.9 32.0
Average 67.6 51.9 43.7 54.7
Below average 14.7 11.3 2.3 9.9
Poor 5.9 3.0 1.1 3.4
Do not own • 9.7 3.6 2.3 5.3
Percent of Operations by Size
Nursery Small Medium Large All Operations
Above average 14.3 39.0 60.7 39.3
Average 48.6 40.7 • 31.0 39.7
Below average 28.6 15.6 6.0 15.8
Poor 8.6 5.1 2.4 5.1
Do not own 36.9 13.2 6.7 19.3
Percent of Operations by Size
Grow-Finish . Small Medium Large AU Operations
Above average 12.9 18.1. 36.6 21.5
Average 55.9 59.1 46,3 54.6
Below average • 23.7 16.5 17.1 18.9
Poor 7.5 6.3 0.0 5.0
Do not own 16.2 8.0 8.9 10.9
The condition of facilities is based only on those who own facilities.
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Table 10. Years Until the Next Planned Remodeling or New Construction of Hog
Production Facilities by Size of Hog Operation
Gestation Small
Percent of Operations by Size
Medium Large All Operations
0-2 years 7.1 • 12.8 18.9 12:5
3-4 years • 11.5 • 13.5 'lO.O 11.9
5-10 years 10.6 14.9 - 27.8 16.9
11-20 years 1.8 2.8 3.3 2.6
No plans . -69.0 56.0 40.0 56.1
Percent of Operations by Size
Farrowing ' Small ' Medium Large All Operations
0-2 years 9.7 16,3 23.3 16.0
3-4 years 10.6 12.1 6.7 10.2
5-10 years 8.8 • 16.3 17.8 14.2
11-20 years ' 3.5 5.0 4.4 4.4
No plans • 67.3 ' • 50.4 47.8 55.2
*
Percent of Operations by Size
Nursery Small
, ;
Medium Large All Operations
0-2 years 10.6 ' 17.0' 15.6 14.5
3-4 years 11.5 25.4 10.0 11.6
5-10 years 8.8 •16.3 25.6 16.3 "
11-20 years 3.5 ^ 3.5 4.4 3.8
No plans 65.5 48.9 44.4 53.2
Percent of Operations by Size
Grow-Finish Small Medium l^rge AU Operations
0-2 years 9.7 • 14.2 • 23.3 15.1
3-4 years 10.6 - 14.9 11.1 12.5
5-10 years 10.6 13.5 15.6 13.1
11-20 years 2.7 5.0 7.8 i.9
No plans 66.4 52.5 57.8 54.4
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Table 11. One Time Capacity of Hog Production Facilities by Size of Hog Operation
Percent of Operations by Size
Gestation Small Medium Large All Operations
Under 30 head 57.5 20.6 " 8.9 29.7
31-60 head -20.4 - 14.9 3.3 13.7
61-100 h^d 10.6 32.6 5.6 18.3
100-150 head 2.65 .21.3 17.8 14.2
151-250 head 1.8 9.2 . 26.7 11.3
251-500 head 6.2 0.7 25.6 9.0
over 500 head 0.9 0.7 12.2 3.8
Percent of Operations by Size
Farrowing® Small Medium Large All Operations
Less than 16 crates 37.8 11.3 3.3 21.2
16-25 crates 31.0 46.5 8.9 32.0
26^40 crates 12.4 27.7 20.0 20.6
41-60 crates 3.5 10.6 36.7 15.1
61-100 crates 2.7 1.4 13.3 4.9
More than 100 crates 2.7 1.4 17.8 6.1
Percent of Operations by Size
Nursery Small Medium Large All Operations
100 head or less 56.6 19.8 5.6 28.2
101-200 head 26.6 36.6 7.8 26.1
201-400 head 12.4 36.9 25.6 25.9
401-600 head 2.7 5.0 20.0 8.1
601-1000 head 0.9 0.7 22.2 6.4
Over 1000 head 0.9 0.0 18.9 5.2
Percent of Operations by Size
Grow-Finish Small Medium Large All Operations
100 head or less 37.2 9.9 6;7 18.0
101-250 head 31.0 7.8 3.3 14.2
251-500 head 24.8 41.8 14.4 29.1
501-750 head 1.8 23.4 8.9 12.5
751-1500 head 5.3 14.2 28.9 17.7
Over 1500 head 0.0 2.8 27.8 8.4
Number indicates farrowing crates, pens or huts.
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Management Practices , .
Producers were asked questions reg^ding. management practices used to monitor the
degree of management sophistication. Practices that were commonly discussed in hog
production trade magazines were selected. However, there may have been confusion about
the terminology used in the questions as some of the results were surprising (Table 12).
' j ' f
One measure of commitment to the industry is membership in a commodity organization.
Nearly 60 percent of the producers surveyed were members of the Iowa Pork Producers
Association. Membership is related to size—:the percentage of large producers that are
members is ^ice that of small producers. A second and more telling measure.of
professionalism is the ability to approach the hog enterprire as business,, to k^p records, and
to calculate cost of production. Only,52 percent of the producers surveyed said that they had
sufficient records to calculate cost of production per hundredweight.- Positive responses
ranged from 30 percent for small producers, 51 percent for medium producers, to 82 percent
for l^ge producers. ', The Iowa Pork College, sponsored by the Iowa Pork Producers
Association (IPPA) and designed to improve producers* business ,skills^ appears to be well
targeted and greatly needed.
Table 12. Percent of Hog Operations by Size Using Sel^ted T^hnoipgies and Services
Percent^ of Operations by Size
Technology or Service Small Medium Large All Operations
Member of IPPA 34.8, ^ ,, 63.8 85.2 59.8
Records to calculate r '
cost of production 29.5 51.1 . 82.0 52.1
Consulting veteriiiari^ • 54.9 ,. - 64.3, . 75.6 64.L
Nutritional consultant 34.5 . , 42.8 55.6 43.4
An accountant 37.2 . 48.6 70.0 50.3 .
Marketing service 6.2 . , 20.0 . 29.2 , 17.8
Multi-site production 22.7 ^ ,37.4 50.0 36.0
MMEW« 17.0 20.9 21.1 . : 19.6
Scales to sort hogs 8.9 15:7 , 23.6 15.5-
Scales to mix feed . •48,7 - 68.4 81.1 , 65.2 .
Plan major genetic
change in 1993 17.9 31.4 34.4 27.8
Modified Medicated Early Wean,
Four .questions addressed the degr^ of professional services hired to manage the hog
enterprise. Well over half of all producers used the services of a consulting veterinarian-
55 percent, 64 percent, and 76 percent for the sm^l, medium, and large producers
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respectively. Some respondents may see their veterinarian as a consultant while others
distinguish between the practitioner and a consultant. Likewise, 35 percent, 43 percent, and
56 percent of the small, medium, and large producers, respectively, indicated that they used a
nutritional consultant. While a much higher percentage of producers have access to the
nutritional services of their feed suppliers, some may not have regarded these as consultants.
Approximately half of the producers hire an accountant. Nearly twice as many large
producers hire accountants as do small producers. Though considerably fewer producers use '
marketing services, the large producers are more likely to use them than the small or medium
producers.
A surprisingly large number of producers reported using multi-site production and
modified medicated early wean. Fifty percent of large producers report using multi-site
production compared to 23 and 37 percent for small and medium producers. The question
did not specify how the multiple sites were org^ized as a management system of whether
they were managed to segregate pigs by age on each site. The question regarding modified
medicated early wean may have been interpreted differently as well. Approximately 20
percent of all producers reported to be using this practice, yet it has only been in use since
the mid-1980s on the larger operations.
Relatively few producers use scales to sort hogs for market. Only 9 percent of the small
producers reported using scales compared to 16 percent arid 24 percent for mediuni and large
producers. A much higher percentage use scales to mix feed. Nearly half of small producers
report using scales to mix feed while 65 percent and 81 percent of the medium and large
indicate doing so.
The pork packing industry is rapidly moving to a value-based marketing system resulting
in larger price differences between hogs due to their carcass merit. Genetics play a major
role in determining carcass merit and thus the price the producer receives for his hogs. Over
a third of large producers planned changes in their genetic program in 1993 as did 31 percent
of medium producers. Only 18 percent of small producers planned to change genetics in
1993. Comparing the plans to change genetics with lean merit premium received (Table 6)
suggests that small producers may receive even lower prices in the future. The breeding
system used to capit^ize on genetics is also important. Of the four systems described
rotational and terminal cross-breeding systems were clearly the-most common (Table 13).
Small and medium producers used rotational breeding more often than a terminal system and
more than large proiSucers did. Nearly half oflarge producers reported using a terminal
cross-breeding system.
Because feed is the largest single cost of production, nutritional practices are important.
Feed grade antibiotics have been, shown to promote growth and improve feed efficiency in
addition to suppressing minor chronic h^th problems. A high percentage of producers in all
size categories use ^tibiotics in the farrowing, nur^ry, and grow-finish feed. They are most
commonly used in the nursery followed by grow-finish and then fan-owing. Adding fat to the
diet increases the energy level of the feed and can improve animal performance.
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Table 13. Percent of Operations Using iSelected Breeding Systems by Size of Hog
Operation
Percent of Operations by Size
Breeding System Small Medium Large All Operations
Rotational 49,0 46.7 39.3 45.5
Roto-terminal 2.9 . 9.5 9.5 7.4
Purebred 7.7 4.4 3.6 5.2
Terminal-cross 40.4 '39.4 47.6 41.8
Energy content of the diet is particularly important where feed intake may be limited
such as during lactation and in nursery dietl Over half of the producers were adding fat to
farrowing and nursery diets with the use increasing with the size category. Fat was less
commonly added to grow-finish diets. Although.pelleting has been shown to increase feed
efficiency in swine, it was less commonly iis^ than either the addition of fat or ^tibiotics to
the diet. While pelleted diets were used by two-thirds of the producers in the nursery,
relatively few respondents pelleted farrowing or grow-fmish diets. It is not known what
percentage of the total nursery fe^' is pelleted, but producers often start pigs on a pelleted
diet before switching them to a grind-and-mix diet.
Animal flow through faciUties is another important management practice that can impact
production and economic efficiency. Research at Purdue University indicated a 6 percent
improvement in feed efficiency and 11 percent improvement in average daily gain from
all-in/all-out (AIAO) pig flow in the grow-finish stage relative to continuous flow. This
savings must be weighed against efficient facility use. A relatively high percent of the
producers surveyed practice AIAO in the farrowing house—63, 67, and 84 percent,
resp^tively, for the small, m^ium, and large producers. This percentage declines in the
nursery and grow-finish phases of productipn. Small, medium, and large producers used
AIAO 57, 65, arid 80 percent, respectively, in the nursery; and 33, 31, and 44 percent in the
grow-finish, resp^tively. '
Financing and'Lenders
Producers generally ranked their lenders high. Nearly 90 percent rated them as average
or above (Table 14). Only about 15 percent of the producers reported that their lender had
limited their ability to expand (Table 15). Small producers reported greater limitations ofi
their ability to expand! Without additional" information about the financial condition of the
operations, it is difficult to determine if there is loan discrimination due to size of operation.
Only halfof the producers surveyed stated that they could calculate their cost of production.
This strongly supports the belief of the Iowa Pork'Producers Association that the level of
management skills of producers is a serious concern. However, of theoperators surveyed,
65-70 percent indicate that financial management was either not a problem or a minor
problem. Over 80 percent reported that access to credit was either not a problem or a minor
problem. (See discussion in later section.)
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Table 14. Producer Rating of Lender by Size of Hog Operation
Percent of Operations by Size
Rating Small Medium Large AU Operations
1 Poor 2.3 4.2 1.5 2.9
2 0.0 2.1 4.6 2.5
3 9.3 5.2 3.1 5.4
4 Average 16.3 19.8 13.9 17.2
5 9.3 13.5 15.4 13.2
6 27.9 29.8 36.9 31.4
7 Excellent 34.9 26.0 24,6 27.5
Table 15. Percent of Operations by Size of Hog Operation Indif^ting That Ability to
Expand was Limited by the Lender
Percent of Operations by Size
Limit Expansion Small Medimn Large All Operations
Yes 20.8 15.2 11.9 15.5
No 79.2 85.8 88.1 84.5
Input Purchasing Patterns
The survey asked producers where they purchased production inputs, how far away they
purchased them, and why they by-passed the closest source of inputs. The distance producers
travel for inputs will depend to some extent on the population density in the area and
proximity to trade centers. The economic impact on the rural community generated by the
pork industry depends partly on how many of theproducer's needs can be met locally. It
also depends on the location of the whole^e and factory outlets that producers do use.
In general, as operations increase in size, they tend to buy less inputs at retail and buy
more at wholesale or directly from factory (Table 16). Larger sized operations also appear
willing to travel longer distances to purchase different inputs than do smaller sized operations
(Table 17). Not surprisingly, producers were less willing to travel long distances for heavy
inputs such as feed and supplements compared to other inputs. Seventy percent of the small
producers compared to 43 percent of the large producers buy feed supplies within 10 miles of
their operation. Similarly, 20 percent of the large producers versus 7.5 percent of the
smaller producers were willing to travel more than 25 miles for feed supplies. Although
some of this differential in purchasing patterns can be explained by the larger operations
being located in more remote areas, a separate question indicates a higher percentage of the
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larger producers acknowledge bypassing the nearest,input-supply source (80 percent of the
large vs. 62.4 percent and 54.5 percent of the medium anil smiler operations bypass the
nearest input supplier).
For categories that do not require heavy hauling, such as accounting services, equipment,
and veterinary and general supplies, a majority of large producers (43 percent) chose to travel
more than 10 miles for these services while the small and medium producers more frequently
chose sources within 10 miles for these services. Banking services appeared to be one service
where primarily local sources were used by all sized operations. However, the larger
operations again had a proportionally larger share of the operators going longer distances for
banking services.
The overall most common source for farm inputs to the hog industry still appears to be
retail outlets. A higherproportion of the fe^ and supplement supplies appear to be coming
from local retailers than the other categories of supplies. The larger producers are more
likely to purchase from other sources such as wholesalers and factory-direct than are the .
medium and smaller producers. Only in the case of general supplies was there a pattern of
all sized producers tending to buy primarily from retailers.
Producers with all sizes, of operations also appear to be quite willing and able to shop in
more distant communities for their inputs and services. For producers who indicated they did
not buy inputs in the nearest community, quality and service was most frequently given as the
reason when professional services such as accounting, banking, and veterinary were involved
(Table 18). Pricing became a more predominant factor in producer decisions to purchase
general supplies and hog equipment. Producer concerns with both price and non-price
attributes of inputs and services for hog production suggest that local agri-businesses in rural
communities are likely to face increased competitive pressures from larger and more,distant
businesses. Rural agri-business firms that are unable to provide specialized expertisewill
have difficulty competing in this environment. Loss of agribusiness firms in the smaller
communities will exacerbate employment and income situations in the smaller, more remote
rural areas.
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Table 16. Source of Purchased Inputs by Size of Hog Operation
Percent of Operations by Size
Input and Source Small Medium ,Large All Operations
Feed
RetaU 58.2 55.9 39.5 52.1
Sales Representative 28.6 27.6 23.3 26.7
Wholesale 8.2 9.5 15.1 10.6
Factory Direct ' 5.1 7.1 22.1 10.6
Supplements
Retail 56.4 48.5 42.5 49.4
Sales Representative 31,7 35.3 20.7 30.2
Wholesale 6.7 11.0 17.2 11.4
Factory Direct 5.0 5.2 19.5 9.0
Veterinary Supplies
Retail 87.5 70.4 56.5 72.2
Sales Representative 5.8 "17.0 " 9.4 11.4
Wholesale 5.8 9.6 31.8 14.2
Factory Direct 1.0 3.0 2.4 2.2
General Supplies
Retail 85.7 83.1 - 80.9 83.3
Sales Representative 5.7 12.5 4,5 8.2
Wholesale 7.6 2.9 14.6 7.6
Factory Direct 1.0 1.5 0.0 0.9
Hog Equipment
Retail 76.7 56.9 40.2 58.7
Sales Representative 9.7 23.1 20.7 18.1
Wholesale 9.7 9.2 18.4 11.9
Factory Direct 3.9 10.8 20.7 11.3
Building Supplies
Retail 85.4 68.9 68.5 74.1
Sales Representative 8.7 19.7 14.6 14.8
Wholesale 2.9 10.6 15.7 9.6
Factory Direct 2.9 0.8 1.1 1.5
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Table 17. Di^nce in Miles From,Operation bputs Purchased by Size of Hog
Operation
.Percent, of Operations by Size
Input and Miles . Small . Medium Large All Operations
Feed
10 and less , 68.8 62.0 41.7 59.1
11 - 25 • • 21.1 21.9 34.5 24.8
26-49 2.8 5.8 9.5 5.8
50 or more 4.6 , 5.8 , 10.7 6.7
Didn't buy 2.8 - 4.4 3.6 3.6
Supplement
10 and less , -66.4 . - ^58.3 46.0 57.7
11 -25, 23.6 25.9 33.3 27.1,
26-49 4.6 - , 7.2 4.6 5.7
50 or more 5.5 5.0 12.6 7.1
Didn't buy 0.0 3.6 3.5 2.4
General Supplies
10 and less . 59.3 • . 54.7 • 44.3 .53.4
11.25 36.1 4P.2 50.0 . . 41.4
26 - 49 . 4.6 ' 4.4 3.4 . 4.2
50 or more 6.0 .0.0 2.3. , 0.6
Didn't buy 0.0 0.0 0.3
Hog Equipment ,
10 and less /42.7 . -30.6, 14.8 30.8
11 -.25 , 38.2 - . '313 . 40.7 36.0
26 - 49 10.9 - 23.1 9.9 15.7
50 or more 2.8 13.4 34.6 .16:6
Didn't buy 0.9^ 1.5 0.0 0.9
Building Supplies
10 and less 49.1 46.6 27.6 42.5
11-25 35.7 37.6 48.3 39.8
26-49 9.8 7.5 9.2 8.7
50 or more 2.7 8.3 11.5 7.2
Didn't buy 2.7 0.0 3.5 1.8
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Table 17 continued, distance in Miles From Operation Inputs Purchased by Size of Hog
Operation
Percent of Operations by Size
Input and Miles Small Medium Large All Operations
Banking Services
10 and less 65.5 70.2 56.7 65.1
11 - 25 34.5 23.4 33.3 29.6
26-49 0.0 5.7 8.9 4.7
50 or more 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Didn't buy 0.0 0.7 1.1 0.6
Accounting Services
10 and less 42.6 45.6 26.7 39.5
11-25 ^ 29.6 36.0 47.8 37.1
26-49 6.5 ii;8 7.8 9.0
50 or more 3.7 2.2 14.4 6.0
Didn't buy • 17.6 4.4 3.3 8.4
The survey results do raise serious concerns for rural communities. The larger producers
in this survey indicate a higher degree of willingness to bypass local communities and to
travel longer distances for their inputs. The large producer category in the survey ranged
from 2,000 head of hogs and more marketed per year. These operations are not considered
large by modem hog industry standards. As the hog industry moves to an emphasis on larger
producers, the industry is likely to assume more of the characteristics associate with the
large-scale producers studied in this survey. To some degree, these longer distance
purchasing patterns may be reinforcing existing patterns where agri-businesses in smaller
rur^ communities do not have sufficient capacity or expertise to serve large producers.
These larger producers also set lower breakeven standards for all producers resulting in
further tightening of margins. Tighter margins, in turn, put additional pressure on ismall and
medium sized producers to either add capacity or exit the industry.
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Table 18. Reasons by Size of Hog Operation for Not Using N^rest Supplier of Input
Input and Reasons Small
Percent of Operations by Size "
Medium Large All Operations
No 54.5 62.4 79.8 64.3
Yes 45.5' 37.6
1 \ . ^
20.2 35.7
- If not using the nearest, wlly not?
Feed • ' •
Price ' 39.1 41.7 39.6 40.3
Quality 26.1 . 40.0 47.2 38.4
Service 34.8 18:3 ^ 13.2 21.4
Supplement '
Price 43.2 • 53.3 43.1 47.1
Quality 31.8 " 25:0' 45.1"' 33.5
Service 25.0 21.7 11.8 19.4
Veterinary Supplies
Price ' 44.2 - ' 41.4 41.1 42.0
Quality 11.6 •15:7 28.6 18.9
Service 44.2 42.9 30.4 39.1
General Supplies
Price ' 63.3 ' 63.6- 67.9 64.9
Quality 20.4 16.7 20.8 19.0
Service 16.3 ~ 19.7 11.3 16.1
Hog Equipment
Price 51.9 • 46.3 42.6 46.8
Quality 32.7 38.8' 40.7 37.6
Service 15:4 ' 14.9 16.7 15.6
Building Supplies ' ' '
Price 62j8 51:5 44.2 52.7
Quality 17.7 34:8 38.6 30.8
Service 19.6 • 13.6 17.3 ' 16.6
Banking Services
Price 23.3 11.3 19. r 17.0
Quality -11.6 12:9- • ' 33.3 18.4
Service • 65.1 • 75.8 47; 6 '64.6
Accounting Services '
Price' 20.6 6.7- 6.0 9.7
Quality 20.i5' '33.3 • 54.0 37.5
Service 58.5 -60.0 40.0 52.8'
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Opinions on Current Issues
Producers were asked to indicate their level of concern regarding a series of issues that
are often debated in thepork industry. The issues were stated as shown in Table 19 in two
or three word phrases. Respondents could indicated their level of concern as: 1) Not a
Problem, 2) Minor Problem, 3) Moderate Problem, or 4) Major Problem.
Table 19a lists the questions in the order in which they were asked. It contains a lot of
numbers, but the results provide a great deal of interesting information. In general, size of
operation does not appear to affect producer opinion on these issues. The issues increase in
importance as the size of operation increases. Small producers rated more issues as a 1 and
fewer as a 4 than did larger units. Table 19b lists the issues in order of importance based on
the survey responses. The number is a weighted average score derived by multiplying the
percent of responses by the numeric value for the response. For example, if an issue
received 25 percent in each category 1,2,3, and 4, the weighted average score would be 2.5
(.25*1 + .25*2 4- .25*3 + .25*4 = 2.5). This weighting method is arbitrary and limits the
ability of those surveyed to more completely rank their opinion, but it does provide a method
to summarize the relative importance of the issues.
Three issues, ranked the highest and receiving the most votes as major problems, were
the same for the small and medium producers and were two of the top three concerns for
large producers: property taxes, low hog prices, and animal rights. The large producer saw
hog prices as less of a concern, and environmental regulations and facility costs as major
concerns. Two issues viewed as the smallest problems received the most votes as not a
problem by all three size categories. Access to markets and access to credit were not a
problem for over 45 percent of the producers surveyed. Access to markets is currently not a
problem in Iowa as the state has excess packer capacity. However, packers have refused to
buy hogs from some producers due to poor quality. Access to capital has often been viewed
as a constraint on increased hog production in the state. In fact, the IowaPork Producers
Association identified fmancial management skills and access to capital as the number one
growth-limiting factor of Iowa's pork industry. However, over half of the producers
surveyed did not view access to capital as even a minor problem and financial management
was also viewed as much less of a problem than other issues. As noted earlier, producers
rate their lenders high and do not feel that lenders have limited their ability to expand.
Vertical integration and contract production are issues reflecting the changing structure of
the pork industry. Generally speaking, these issues were of average concern. Competition
from poultry was viewed as less of a problem than competition from integrators. Factors
affecting profitability that are beyond the producer's control are of greater concern than those
the producers directly control. Low hog prices and high feed prices were viewed as larger
problems than production efficiency. One interpretation is that the producers feel that they
control their own destiny and can adjust efficiency as needed. Another interpretation is that
producers see profitability as being out of their control and their profit thus depends on
whether someone else drives hog prices down and feed prices up.
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Table 19b. Level of Concern Regarding Selected Pork Industry Issues by Size of Hog
Operation
Issues Small
Percent of Operations by Size
Medium Large All Operations
Property taxes 3.2 3.0 2.9 3.0
Low hog prices 3.2 3.1 2.6 3.0
Animal rights concerns 2.8 3.0 3.1 3.0
Cost of facilities 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9
Environmental regulations 2.6 2.8 3.1 2.8
High feed costs 3.0 2.7 2.4 2.7
Legislation and restraints 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.7
Export markets 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.6
Competition from integrator 2.5 2.5 2.7 2.5
Contract production 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.5
Vertical integration 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.4
Packer concentration 2.3 2.5 2.4 2.4
Production efficiency 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.4
Competition form poultry 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.3
Zoning regulations 2.1 2.2 2.6 2.3
T^ bor availability 2.0 2.0 2.4 2.1
Financial management 2.1 2.2 . 2.0 2.1
Market price reporting 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.1
Producers attitude 1.8 2.1 2.1 2.0
Access to market 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7
Access to credit 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7
Summary
Iowa pork producers surveyed in the spring of 1993 were optimistic about their future in
the pork industry. On average they are younger than other categories of farmers, they are
well educated, haveover 20 years of experience and they plan to produce hogs until they
retire. While some responses did differ according to the size of the operation, few of the
differences were statistically significant. The survey was conducted in lateMarch andApril
of 1993, a time which may have influenced the results somewhat. Although prices at the
time were higher than had been expected, 1992 had been an unprofitable year for many
producers.
The conclusions one draws from the survey depends on the how the data are interpreted.
Many of tiie summations reflect optimism. The producers themselves are optimistic—they are
well educated, experienced, and young by farming standards. They view their facilities as in
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average or better condition and they plan to produce for several more years. Nearly all
producers are receiving the average market price and-oyer half report rweiving some
premium on the market hogs that they sell. In addition, over a third planned a major change
in their genetic program in the coming year. Access to markets was perceived as a very low
concern. Producers were very satisfied with their lenders and few indicated that lenders had
limited the producer's ability to expand. They also rated access to credit as a very small
concern. On average, half or more of the producers purchase their inputs at retail and within
10 miles of the operation. Given this picture, the future of the Iowapork industry and rural
communities has a bright future.
Another conclusion can be drawn from the data if the results are compared to trends
occurring in the industry and concerns raised by industry analysts and the industry leaders.
Although producers surveyed planned to,produce for another 17 years, only 52 percent
indicated that they had sufficient information to calculate cost of production. Keeping and
using records and knowing per unit cost of production is fundamental to the success of any
business. The Iowa Pork Producers Association has identified financial management and
access to capital as the greatest growth-limiting factor to Iowa's pork industry. Those
surveyed do not share the leadership's concern. They rate financial management as a
relatively low priority and put access to capital at the.bottom of the list. Most facilities were
rated in average condition or better, but little investment in facilities has occurred since the
late 1970s. High interest rates in the early 1980s and the fin^cial crisis of the mid 1980s
greatly limited reinvestment in facilities for over a decade. Thus, even if the facilities are in
good condition, the technology is dated. Approximately half of the producers surveyed had
no plans to remodel or replace facilities and only about 25 percent planned to remodel or
replace facilities in the next 4 years. To m outsider, it .might appear that half of Iowa
producers don't know their cost of production and only a fourth are going to rdnvest in their
operation in the near future. Rural communities may feel comfort in that many of the inputs
were purchased locally. However, within the sample there was a strong relationship between
size and the percentage of inputs-bought at wholesale or direct from the factory, and the
distance from the operation inputs were purchased. Larger firms will go further and buy
more directly.
While this latter interpretation paints a gloomier picture than the first, it should be noted
that, in general, the large producer category appears to be better prepared than the average to
succeed in the future. The large producer in this survey is defined as'marketing at least
2,000 head of hogs annually. Over 80 percent of these producers can calculate their cost of
production; their facilities are in better condition; and a higher percent plan to remodel or
construct new facilities earlier than the average producer. They also are. more Ukely to be
using proven management practices, marketing directly to the plant, and receiving a lean
premium. Over 70 percent of the large producers represent^ in this survey received at least
half of their income from iwrk production and have a major commitment to the pork
industry. Because of this commitinent and a more busmess-like approach, the large producers
are better positioned to be a part of the pork industry in the future.
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Figure 2
Number of Farms With Hogs by Size
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Figure 3
Figure 4
U.S. Hog Farm & Inventory Distribution
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